Question: How do I print my digital yoga cards back to back with the matching cards (ex. breath + instructions or pose + keyword)?

Step One:

When you click on the “Printer” option, choose these properties:

- Choose “2” by “2” pages per sheet to print 4 per page
- Print on both sides of the paper
- Choose the pages to print by first selecting the even numbers of the pose cards (or breathing exercises), and then the odd numbers of the keyword cards (or instructions). Note that you’ll need to match up the correct order of the odd/even cards. See below: “6,8,10,12,9,7,11,13”
**Step Two:** Click on “Print” to get the double-sided pages (if your printer has this option).

**Step Three:** Cut the page into four to separate your four cards. Repeat the process with the rest of the deck.